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ELil on kohustus ja ülesanne pakkuda poliitikat ja õigusakte, mis mõjutavad enam kui 500
miljonit eurooplast, ning neis kokku leppida. Poliitika, sealhulgas sellise poliitika
väljatöötamine, millest saavad alguse ettepanekud võtta vastu uus ELi õigusakt, on Euroopa
Komisjoni üks peamisi ülesandeid. Kuigi komisjon toetub selles töös tugevalt oma
ekspertidele ja kogemustele, kasutab ta ka suurt hulka välisallikaid, näiteks Euroopa
spetsialiseeritud asutusi, ekspertidelt ja teadlastelt tellitud uuringuid, tagasisidet oma
roheliste raamatute kohta, avalikke konsultatsioone ja kuulamisi ning enam kui 800
eksperdirühma.
Käesolev strateegiline uurimine käsitles Euroopa Komisjoni asutusevälistele
eksperditeadmistele tuginemise üht olulist aspekti, nimelt tema eksperdirühmade süsteemi.
Komisjon asutab eksperdirühmi välisnõustamise ja eksperditeadmiste saamiseks
üksikisikutelt, organisatsioonidelt ja/või liikmesriikidelt ning muudelt avaliku sektori
asutustelt, kui ta koostab seadusandlikke ettepanekuid ja poliitikaalgatusi, delegeeritud
õigusaktide eelnõusid ning rakendab olemasolevaid õigusakte, porogramme ja poliitikat.
Komisjoni otsustada on see, kuidas ta eksperdirühmade pakutud teadmisi ja nõuandeid oma
kohustuste täitmisel Euroopa Liidu üldistes huvides arvesse võtab.
Tuginedes komisjoni varasematele saavutustele nende rühmade haldamise parandamisel, oli
ombudsmani uurimise eesmärk aidata komisjonil kindlaks teha ja parandada peamised
süsteemsed puudused tema eksperdirühmi käsitlevates üldeeskirjades. Pärast avaliku
konsultatsiooni teostamist esitas ombudsman komisjonile mitu soovitust, kuidas parandada
eeskirju järgmistes valdkondades: eksperdirühmade tasakaalustatud koosseisu saavutamine,
eksperdirühma liikmeks kandideerimise kutsed, koostoime läbipaistvusregistriga, huvide
konflikti käsitlevad põhimõtted isikuliselt ametisse nimetatud üksikute ekspertide puhul ning
andmete kättesaadavuse parandamine eksperdirühmade registris.
Eksperdirühmade töö läbipaistvuse osas oli arenguruumi märkimisväärselt. Seega esitas
ombudsman komisjonile kaks konkreetset soovitust, et võimaldada üldsusel jälgida
eksperdirühma arutelude üksikasju ja lõppkokkuvõttes teada, kelle seisukohad avaldasid
komisjonile mõju.
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2016. aastal, käesoleva ombudsmani uurimise käigus ja järgides Euroopa Parlamendi ja
kodanikuühiskonna üleskutseid, reformis komisjon eksperdirühmade süsteemi. Ta avaldas
komisjoni otsuse koos oma eksperdirühmade toimimist ja tööd reguleerivate läbivaadatud
eeskirjadega. Selle reformiga uuendas komisjon oluliselt oma eksperdirühmi käsitlevaid
eeskirju ning kehtestas tugevama ja läbipaistvama süsteemi. Uued eeskirjad vastavad
üldjoontes ombudsmani soovitustele. Eelkõige on komisjon muutnud eksperdirühma
liikmete valikumenetluse läbipaistvamaks, ta on kehtestanud isikuliselt ametisse nimetatud
üksikute ekspertide jaoks uued huvide konflikti käsitlevad põhimõtted ning nõuab nüüd
organisatsioonidelt ja füüsilisest isikust ettevõtjatelt eksperdirühma liikmeks nimetamiseks
registreerumist läbipaistvusregistris.
Samuti on komisjon teinud tõsiseid edusamme, et lihtsustada üldsuse kontrolli
eksperdirühmade töö üle. Koosoleku protokollid peavad nüüd olema sisulised ja täielikud,
liikmed võivad lasta oma eriarvamusi avaldada ja eksperdirühmad võivad otsustada avaliku
arutelu kasuks. Avalike arutelude korral võidakse kutsuda üldsust koosolekul osalema või
koosolekut võidakse voogedastada veebis.
Nüüd, kus eksperdirühmade süsteemi reform on teostatud, lõpetab ombudsman uurimise.
Ta jälgib jätkuvalt, kuidas komisjon rakendab oma eksperdirühmade süsteemi reforme.
Strateegilise uurimise tulemus – peamised parandused kokkuvõtlikult
· Eksperdirühmadele õiguslikult siduvad eeskirjad ja suurem poliitiline vastutus
· Avalikud kandideerimiskutsed kui liikmete valimise standardvahend
· Kohustuslik registreerimine läbipaistvusregistris
· Seosed eksperdirühmade registri kannete ja läbipaistvusregistri vahel
· Organisatsioonide järjepidev liigitamine
· Uued huvide konflikti käsitlevad põhimõtted isikuliselt ametisse nimetatud üksikute
ekspertide jaoks
· Volituste ja vajaliku nõustamise kirjeldus igale uuele rühmale
· Koosolekute sisulised ja täielikud protokollid
· Eriarvamuste avaldamine
· Avalike arutelude kord
Abstract
The EU has the responsibility and challenge of proposing and agreeing policy and legislation which
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affects over 500 million Europeans. The development of policy, including policy that gives rise
to proposals for new EU legislation, is one of the main tasks of the European Commission.
While the Commission relies heavily on its internal expertise and experience in this work, it
also relies on a wide range of external sources, such as specialised European agencies,
studies carried out for it by experts and academics, feedback on its 'green papers', public
consultations and hearings, and over 800 expert groups.
This strategic inquiry concerned one important aspect of the European Commission’s reliance on
external sources of expertise, namely its system of expert groups. The Commission establishes
expert groups to seek external advice and expertise from individuals, organisations and/or
Member States and other public authorities as it prepares legislative proposals and policy
initiatives, drafts delegated acts, and implements existing legislation, programmes and policies. It
is for the Commission to decide how to take into account the expertise and advice provided by its
expert groups when carrying out its duties in the general interest of the European Union.
Building on the Commission’s previous achievements in improving its management of these
groups, the Ombudsman’s inquiry aimed at assisting the Commission in identifying and
addressing the main systemic weaknesses in its general rules governing expert groups. After
carrying out a public consultation, the Ombudsman made a range of suggestions to the
Commission on how to improve the rules in the following areas: achieving a balanced composition
of expert groups, calls for applications for expert group membership, synergies with the
Transparency Register, conflict of interest policy for individual experts appointed in a personal
capacity, and improvement of data availability on the expert groups register.
Regarding transparency of expert groups’ work, there was significant room for improvement. The
Ombudsman thus made two specific recommendations to the Commission with a view to allowing
the public to follow the detail of expert group deliberations and to know, ultimately, whose
viewpoints influenced the Commission.
In 2016, in the course of this Ombudsman inquiry and following calls from the European
Parliament and civil society, the Commission reformed its expert group system. It issued a
Commission Decision with revised rules governing the functioning and work of its expert groups.
With its reform, the Commission has significantly overhauled its expert group rules and has put in
place a more robust and transparent system. The new rules are largely in line with the
Ombudsman’s suggestions. In particular, the Commission has made the selection procedure for
expert group members more transparent, it has put in place a new conflict of interest policy for
individual experts appointed in a personal capacity, and it now requires organisations and
self-employed individuals to be registered in the Transparency Register in order to be appointed to
expert groups.
The Commission has also made good progress on facilitating better public scrutiny of the work of
expert groups. Meeting minutes are now required to be “meaningful and complete”, members can
have their dissenting opinions published, and expert groups may decide to deliberate publicly. In
the event of public deliberations, the public may be invited to attend a meeting or the meeting may
be web streamed.
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The Ombudsman closes this inquiry, now that reform of the expert group system has been
achieved. She will continue to monitor the Commission’s implementation of its reforms of the
expert groups system.
Outcome of the strategic inquiry - key improvements at a glance:
- Legally binding rules and increased political accountability for expert groups
- Public calls for applications as a standard means of selecting members
- Mandatory registration in the Transparency Register
- Links between the entries in the expert groups register and the Transparency Register
- Consistent categorisation of organisations
- New conflict of interest policy for individual experts appointed in their personal capacity
- Description of mandate and advice needed for each new group
- Meaningful and complete minutes of meetings
- Publication of dissenting opinions
- Arrangements for public deliberations

The background to the strategic inquiry [1]
1. The development of EU policy, including policy that gives rise to proposals for new EU
legislation, ultimately affecting more than 500 million European citizens, is one of the main
tasks of the European Commission. While the Commission relies heavily on its internal
expertise and experience in developing policy, it also seeks input from a wide range of
external sources, among them more than 800 expert groups. Expert groups are consultative
bodies that are set up by the Commission to provide it with advice and expertise in relation
to (i) the preparation of legislative proposals and policy initiatives in the context of the
Commission’s right of initiative; (ii) the preparation of delegated acts; (iii) the implementation
of existing Union legislation, programmes and policies as well as coordination and
cooperation with Member States and stakeholders in that regard; and (iv) the early
preparation of implementing acts. Expert groups thus play a crucial and privileged role in the
development of EU policy.
2. The legitimacy of EU policy development must of course take into account whether the
Commission has consulted with an appropriately diverse range of external sources. It is also
important that the contributions of expert groups are, in and of themselves, well-balanced,
and viewed as legitimate. To gain this legitimacy, the Commission needs to ensure that the
public knows who the experts are, how they were chosen, and what work they deliver for the
Commission.
3. The Ombudsman opened this strategic inquiry [2] to follow up on her commitment to
monitor the Commission’s progress in terms of the transparency and composition of expert
groups [3] . Building on the Commission’s previous achievements in improving its
management of these groups, the inquiry aimed at assisting the Commission in identifying
and addressing the main systemic weaknesses in its general rules governing expert groups
[4] . These weaknesses risked hampering further progress with regard to the balanced
composition of the Commission’s expert groups and the transparency of their work. [5]
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4. The then new Commission had just taken a number of important initiatives to enhance the
transparency of its work [6] . It had generally declared transparency and accountability to be
priority topics in its efforts to build a model EU administration. The Ombudsman therefore
considered that it was an opportune moment to put to the Commission a range of ambitious
proposals on how to improve the rules governing the Commission’s expert groups. The
Ombudsman thereby built on demands that different stakeholders, including the European
Parliament, had already made to the Commission. [7]
5. In the course of her inquiry, the Ombudsman made two types of proposal to the
Commission on how to improve its expert group system: ‘suggestions for improvement’ and
‘recommendations’. While both types of proposal aim at addressing identified weaknesses in
the system, ‘recommendations’ are based on a finding of existing maladministration.
The inquiry
6. The Ombudsman’s strategic inquiry sought to achieve substantial impact over time. In
order to be able to map and measure results, it spanned the period from the new
Commission taking up office in 2014, until the end of the Commission’s implementation
phase of its reformed expert group rules in 2017.
7. As a first step, the Ombudsman carried out a public consultation to allow interested
stakeholders to inform her inquiry [8] . Many stakeholders who submitted contributions
were concerned that major deficiencies persisted in the system, notably regarding the
inconsistent categorisation of expert group members; a disproportionate representation of
corporate interests in expert groups; a lack of data on the expert group register; and the
absence of an effective conflict of interest policy for individual experts appointed in their
personal capacity. The Ombudsman took into account the feedback received during the
public consultation and looked carefully at the information available on the expert groups
register [9] .
8. Following her analysis of the Commission’s expert group system, the Ombudsman asked
the Commission to reply to a set of detailed suggestions for improvement [10] . The
Ombudsman suggested that the Commission lay down its general rules governing expert
groups in a legally binding Commission Decision and that it introduce important changes to
the system in the areas set out below:
A. Calls for applications:
- Public call for applications for every expert group
- A portal for calls for applications to expert groups
- A standard minimum deadline for all calls for applications
B. Synergies with the Transparency Register:
- Mandatory registration in the Transparency Register for appointment to expert groups
- Consistent categorisation of members in Commission expert groups
- Systemic checks of and link to a member’s profile in the Transparency Register
C. New conflict of interest policy for individual experts appointed in their personal capacity
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D. The nature of the horizontal rules and achieving a balanced composition:
- The concept of balance
- Balance requirement
- Individual description of balance per group
E. Transparency, including improvement of data availability on the register:
- Transparency of deliberations and minutes of meetings
- Publication of documents
- Publication of information on the common interest shared by stakeholders represented by
an individual expert
9. In its first reply [11] , the Commission agreed to implement, either fully or partially, a
number of the Ombudsman’s suggestions for improvement. Most importantly, the
Commission signalled that it was ready to reform, in the near future, its rules
governing expert groups. The Commission also agreed to link the expert groups
register and the Transparency Register [12] and to reinforce the role of calls for
applications in the selection of expert group members. It also announced that it would
put in place a revamped version of its expert groups register. The Ombudsman
welcomed the Commission’s commitments and made further suggestions [13] on those
matters where, despite the Commission’s willingness to reconsider its rules, she saw further
room for improvement.
10. Considering, however, that the Commission’s transparency arrangements in relation to
the output of expert groups fell short of allowing the public to follow, in detail, expert group
deliberations and to know, ultimately, whose viewpoints influenced the Commission, the
Ombudsman also made two specific recommendations [14] . She recommended (i) that
the Commission require that minutes of expert group meetings be meaningful and
detailed and (ii) that the groups’ deliberations be non-confidential by default .
11. On 30 May 2016, the Commission announced its reforms of the expert group
system. It issued a Commission Decision [15] with revised rules governing the
functioning and work of its expert groups . The following day, it sent a reply [16] to the
Ombudsman’s further suggestions and recommendations, presenting the new rules and
explaining how they responded to the Ombudsman’s suggestions and recommendations.
While the new rules are largely in line with the Ombudsman’s various suggestions on how to
improve the system, it was not clear to what extent the provisions on expert groups’ meeting
minutes and deliberations gave effect to the Ombudsman’s recommendations in those
areas.
12. The Ombudsman thus deemed it necessary to further assess the extent to which the
Commission had accepted, and had given practical effect to, her two specific
recommendations. After the Commission’s transitional phase for implementing its new
expert group rules had ended, the Ombudsman requested [17] documents and information
to determine how detailed the Commission now requires the minutes of expert group
meetings to be and how often, if at all, groups have made use of the possibility of
deliberating in public. Ombudsman and Commission staff then met [18] to discuss the
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actions taken by the Commission in order to give effect to the Ombudsman’s
recommendations.
13. The Ombudsman is now in a position to take a final view on the merits of the
Commission’s new rules governing its expert groups. She attaches importance to the
following global evaluation of the impact that her inquiry, together with the efforts of the
European Parliament and civil society organisations, has had on the Commission’s expert
group system. A detailed analysis of how her individual suggestions have been addressed in
the Commission’s new rules is set out in the Annex.
The Ombudsman’s suggestions and the Commission’s new rules governing expert groups

The Ombudsman’s assessment
14. The Commission’s reform of its general rules governing the creation and functioning of
its expert groups consists of a set of three documents: the Commission Decision [19]
containing the revised general rules; a document with Annexes [20] to the Decision,
including standardised forms related to the selection of expert group members and the
procedural rules of the groups; and a Commission Communication [21] explaining the
main features of the reform. The new general rules have replaced, and repealed, the old
rules. They apply to all existing and future expert groups and had to be implemented by the
end of 2016.
15. The Ombudsman acknowledges the huge efforts made by the Commission to make more
than 800 groups comply with the new rules within a relatively short period of time. The
Commission had, at the same time, to put in place the revamped register of expert groups.
With its reform, the Commission has significantly overhauled its expert group rules and has
put in place a more robust, inclusive, and transparent system . The new rules are a clear
response to the different stakeholders who put forward their concerns. [22] While a reform
of this scale and scope calls for choices that risk not satisfying each and every demand made,
the outcome overall has met the Ombudsman’s expectations of what could realistically be
achieved over a three year period. The result is commendable.

Political control and accountability
16. As requested by the Ombudsman, the Commission has, for the first time, adopted
general rules governing expert groups in the form of a Commission Decision , giving these
rules legal authority and force. It has also consolidated its system by bringing within its scope
advisory bodies which previously were not treated as expert groups, solely because of the
small number of members. [23] Importantly, the Commission has shown its determination
to assume political control and responsibility over its expert groups by submitting the
creation of any expert group to Commissioner-level approval. It has now also officially tasked
its Secretariat-General with overseeing the implementation of the new rules governing
expert groups [24] .
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Enhancing the role of the Transparency Register
17. The Commission has taken up fully the Ombudsman’s suggestion to boost transparency
by creating synergies between the expert groups register and the Transparency Register. The
Commission has interlinked the entries of organisations and self-employed individuals on
the expert groups register with their profile on the Transparency Register. The Commission
has also harmonised the categorisation of those organisations that are members of expert
groups with the Transparency Register’s categorisation. Importantly, the link between the
two registers is not only technical but also means that expert group members are now, as a
general rule [25] , obliged to register in the Transparency Register. Put differently, entities
not registered in the Transparency Register are no longer eligible for membership in expert
groups. Thanks to the new links between the two registers, the public has now, for the first
time, reliable information about who sits on expert groups. As an additional feature, the
Commission now also indicates what interests are represented by organisations and
individual experts appointed to represent a common interest shared by stakeholders.
18. The Ombudsman is also pleased to note that, according to the Commission [26] , there
was a noticeable increase in the number of registrations on the Transparency Register in the
nine months following the adoption of the new general rules governing expert groups.

Conflict of interest policy for independent experts
19. The Commission has put in place a new conflict of interest policy for individual experts
appointed in their personal capacity to ensure that those experts will act independently and
in the public interest. The new policy includes the definition of a conflict of interests, rules for
the processing of declarations of interests, and rules on the management of conflicts of
interests. The declarations of interests of those individuals who are appointed as experts in
their personal capacity are published on the expert groups register. A duly completed
declaration of interests form gives an informative account of an expert’s recent activities and
interests. [27] Individual experts appointed in their personal capacity are now also
reminded, on an annual basis, of their obligation to inform the Commission of any changes
in their declared interests.

Selection through public calls for applications
20. The Commission has made public calls for applications the standard means of selecting
expert group members (reserving itself the right to deviate from the standard rule in
exceptional circumstances). The Commission has thus injected greater transparency into the
selection process. The Ombudsman believes that the increased transparency of the selection
process for expert group membership will make the process more inclusive and ensure a
more balanced composition of the groups. To enhance the visibility of calls for applications,
the Commission has created a dedicated section on the expert groups register, which
includes the possibility to search for, and subscribe to, calls for applications in particular
policy areas. More generally, interested stakeholders can now also subscribe to the news
8

feed of a particular expert group, to be notified of changes on the register.

Balanced composition
21. The Ombudsman’s view is that the composition of a particular expert group is balanced if
it accurately reflects the different types of expertise sought by the Commission which, taken
together, enable the group to fully carry out the mandate conferred on it. [28] ‘Balance’ does
not therefore refer to, or require, a situation of arithmetic equilibrium or parity of the
different interests represented in an expert group. Noting that the European Parliament
agrees with the Ombudsman on this point [29] , she regrets that the Commission has not
taken the opportunity to explain explicitly, in its new rules governing expert groups, what
precisely it understands by ‘balance’. The Ombudsman continues to believe that it would be
useful for the Commission to take a clear stance on the matter in order to avoid
misunderstandings on the part of stakeholders and the public.
22. The Ombudsman welcomes the fact that the Commission has, for all intents and
purposes, accepted her suggestion to set out an ‘individual definition of balance’ for each
expert group, that is, an explanation of what composition is sought for a particular group.
According to the new rules, the Commission will, when setting up an expert group, " clearly
define its mandate " and the tasks of the group and state the area of activity and the type of
advice required. The Commission has clarified in its new rules that Member State authorities,
as well as other public entities, which are expert group members, can be represented at
meetings only by civil servants or other public employees. The Commission has thereby
addressed a concern expressed by civil society organisations, that is, the backdoor
representation of corporate interests in the guise of public authorities.
23. The Ombudsman is confident that all of these improvements will, taken together,
positively impact on the balanced composition of the groups. She also understands and
expects that the Commission remains committed to addressing any real or perceived
imbalance on a case-by-case basis. In her view, any further steps that might be considered,
for example making funds available to support the capacity of under-resourced groups to
participate, are to an extent political in nature and more appropriately pursued at that level,
including via the European Parliament.
The Ombudsman’s recommendations on meeting minutes and deliberations

The Ombudsman’s assessment
24. The Ombudsman made the following two recommendations to the Commission with a
view to enhancing the transparency of its expert groups’ work:
The Commission should revise its standard rules of procedure as regards:
- the content of published minutes and provide that, in the normal course, the
published minutes will be as meaningful as possible and, in particular, set out the
positions expressed by the members;
- the confidentiality of expert group deliberations, and provide that, as a general rule,
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these deliberations should be transparent and that only in exceptional cases, following a
majority vote within the group and with the consent of the Commission, would an expert
group’s deliberations be confidential. Transparency in this context requires, as a minimum,
prior publication of the agenda and of the background documents followed by timely
publication of adequate minutes of the particular expert group meeting.
25. The rules in force at the outset of this inquiry constituted simply standard rules of
procedure for expert groups. They were not binding on the Commission and were weak in
terms of content. They provided for summary minutes only, which entailed not disclosing the
individual positions expressed by expert group members during deliberations. They also
provided for deliberations to be confidential. The Ombudsman considered that those
arrangements did not adequately allow for public scrutiny of the advice and expertise
provided to the Commission by its expert groups.
26. As a first point of change, the Commission has made the relevant provisions on meeting
minutes and deliberations part of the new, legally binding general rules governing expert
groups. They are thus no longer simply rules of procedure but an inherent part of the
Commission’s expert group system. The Commission has thereby sent a strong signal that it
takes seriously the emphasis placed by the Ombudsman on the quality of minutes and the
transparency of deliberations. While the Commission has not replicated the wording of the
Ombudsman’s recommendations, the new general rules governing expert groups, together
with the implementation measures [30] taken by the Commission, provide for the following
improvements.

Meeting minutes
27. In its new rules governing expert groups, the Commission has introduced a new quality
standard for expert groups’ meeting minutes by requiring that minutes shall be " meaningful
and complete ". The Ombudsman welcomes the fact that the Commission has employed the
term ‘meaningful’, which is taken from her recommendation. While the Commission has not,
in its new general rules, explicitly provided for the setting out of viewpoints expressed by
members, the Ombudsman understands and expects that the requirement of minutes being
‘complete’ is intended to accommodate this aspect of her recommendation. Compared with
the previously applicable standard of ‘summary minutes’, the new provision, in itself, marks
real progress towards enabling the public to effectively understand the process in the course
of which an expert group’s opinion was developed.
28. Importantly, the Commission has taken further action to ensure that its new quality
standard for the content of meeting minutes will be properly adhered to at the
implementation stage . The Commission’s Secretariat-General has drawn up a template
for minutes of expert groups meetings, which the Commission’s different
Directorates-General (‘DGs’) have been instructed to use. The template includes specific
guidance on how to draft minutes. In particular, it asks DGs to list all points discussed by an
expert group and to draft the minutes in a way that allows for a thorough understanding of
the topics on the agenda, and any other topic discussed at the meeting. The template also
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asks for the positions expressed by participants in relation to each of the topics discussed to
be recorded , as well as possible conclusions, or a vote, on each topic discussed.
29. The Ombudsman welcomes the fact that the Commission will continue to monitor its
DGs’ use of this template and of how they follow the guidance on drafting minutes. The
Commission’s Secretariat-General has undertaken to circulate best practice examples of
meeting minutes to the DGs, asking them to draw on those examples in further improving
the meaningfulness of their own expert groups’ meeting minutes. It will also continue to
provide guidance to the DGs on specific questions and to offer regular training courses for
staff. The Ombudsman is satisfied that the best practice examples of expert group minutes,
which the Commission sent to the Ombudsman in preparation for a meeting held in June
2017, were indeed meaningful and comprehensive. She encourages the Commission to step
up its efforts to ensure that its current best practices in drafting expert group meeting
minutes become standard practice in the near future.
30. As a new transparency feature, the Commission’s new rules governing expert
groups now allow for dissenting opinions to be published in an annex to an opinion, a
recommendation, or a report adopted by vote. While expert groups generally adopt their
positions by consensus, and reliance on a vote remains the exception, the new provision is a
welcome step towards further increasing the transparency of expert groups’ output. The
Ombudsman is reassured that members of some expert groups, albeit a small number, have
already made use of the new possibility to have their dissenting opinions recorded and
published.

Deliberations
31. In relation to expert group deliberations , the Commission’s new rules fully implement
what the Ombudsman identified as the ‘ minimum transparency requirements ’. The new
rules provide for the prior publication of the agenda and background documents
followed by timely publication of minutes of a particular expert group meeting . The
public will thus be informed of the subject matter of all expert group deliberations as well as
of how discussions progress. The Ombudsman thus understands that the Commission
has, in accordance with these minimum transparency requirements, done away with
confidential expert group deliberations .
32. This understanding is confirmed by the fact that the Commission has deleted from its
rules governing expert groups the explicit statement that deliberations shall be confidential.
Rather, the new rules provide that expert groups may decide to deliberate publicly . While
this change in wording may seem formalistic in nature, the Ombudsman sees it as a step
forward. Read together, the new rules on the quality standard for meeting minutes and the
minimum transparency requirements for deliberations mean that the question is no
longer whether the public will manage to acquaint itself with the content of expert
group deliberations. Minutes are required for every meeting, including deliberations. The
question is rather how quickly and to what level of detail will the public be in a
position to follow deliberations. The answer is obvious if an expert group decides to
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meet publicly (see point 33 below). Where it does not so decide, the key questions will be
how timely the publication of documents is and to what extent the minutes will link the
viewpoints expressed to individual members .
33. The Commission’s new template for meeting minutes includes a specific heading - “
nature of the meeting ” -, where it is to be stated whether a particular expert group meeting
was held in public or not. If a group decides to meet in public, the DG is asked to state
what arrangements were chosen. [31] By listing the possibility of allowing members of
the public to attend a meeting in person or to have a meeting web streamed, the
template confirms the Ombudsman’s understanding that the new notion of ‘public
deliberations’ goes further than non-confidentiality. In fact, the Commission has put
into practice the Ombudsman’s suggestion that it consider whether some expert
group deliberations might be fully open to the public, for example, by way of web
streaming [32] . The Commission has confirmed to the Ombudsman that its aim in this
area is to encourage more openness and to further publicise, among its DGs, the idea
of holding public expert group meetings, whenever opportune . The Ombudsman is
pleased that some, albeit a small number of, expert groups have already made use of the
possibility to web stream [33] their meetings. On this basis, the Ombudsman understands
that the Commission has moved from the concept of confidential deliberations to one of
distinguishing between public and non-public deliberations. In the former case members of
the public are invited to attend a meeting in person or the meeting is web streamed.
34. Lastly, the Commission has announced that it will, by the end of 2017, create a new
section on its expert groups register specifically dedicated to documents on expert groups’
work. The Commission expects that this new section, which will classify documents by type,
will increase the visibility of the documents and incentivise DGs to publish documents in a
timely manner.

Conclusion on the Ombudsman’s recommendations
35. Notwithstanding the fact that further progress is possible and needed as regards the
transparency of expert groups’ work, the Ombudsman considers that the Commission’s new
rules on expert group meeting minutes and deliberations comply with the spirit of her
recommendations. Provided that the Commission follows through with the changes it has
now initiated, the Ombudsman is hopeful that tangible results will be achieved and that
openness will become the default operating principle for expert groups.
Conclusion
Taking account of the Commission’s new general rules governing expert groups, the
Ombudsman now closes the inquiry with the following conclusion:
The purpose of this inquiry has been largely achieved, that is, to bring about a reform
of the Commission’s expert group system. Going forward, t he Ombudsman will
continue to monitor how the Commission implements her two specific
recommendations on the transparency of its expert groups’ work.
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The Commission will be informed of this decision.

Emily O'Reilly
European Ombudsman
Strasbourg, 14/11/2017

Annex:
The Ombudsman’s assessment of the Commission’s reform of the general rules
governing expert groups
Overview table on individual recommendations, suggestions, and commitments for
improvements
Ombudsman recommendation
Commission implementation
(Commission Expert Groups Decision and reply to the Ombudsman’s recommendation)
Ombudsman assessment
The Commission should revise its standard rules of procedure as regards:
• the content of published minutes and provide that, in the normal course , the
published minutes will be as meaningful as possible and, in particular, set out the
positions expressed by the members;
Article 13(7) and (8)
" Minutes on the discussion on each point on the agenda and on the opinions delivered by
the group shall be meaningful and complete ."
"In principle, expert groups shall adopt their opinions, recommendations or reports by
consensus. In the event of a vote, the outcome of the vote shall be decided by simple
majority of the members. The members that voted against or abstained shall have the
right to have a document summarising the reasons for their position annexed to the
opinions, recommendations or reports."
Reply
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" In line with the Ombudsman's request, the revised horizontal rules further enhance
transparency. As requested by the Ombudsman, the revised horizontal rules foresee
that minutes should be meaningful and complete .
As suggested by the Ombudsman, the revised horizontal rules instruct Commission departments to
ensure prior publication of the agenda and of the background documents in due time ahead of
the meeting, followed by timely publication of adequate minutes of the particular expert group
meeting. [...]
When opinions, recommendations or reports are given by the expert groups, the members that
voted against them or abstained shall have the right to have a document summarising the reasons
for their position annexed to the opinions, recommendations or reports. "
The Ombudsman’s wording not replicated; however, the new rules together with the Commission’s
implementation measures comply with the spirit of the Ombudsman’s recommendation.
The rules now provide for a new quality standard , that is, that minutes must be " meaningful
and complete ".
The Commission‘s new template for minutes provides for the setting out of positions
expressed by participants .
As a new transparency feature, the Commission’s new rules now allow for dissenting opinions to
be published in an annex to an opinion, a recommendation, or a report adopted by vote.
The Ombudsman’s full assessment is set out in the decision closing her strategic inquiry.
• the confidentiality of expert group deliberations, and provide that, as a general rule,
these deliberations should be transparent and that only in exceptional cases,
following a majority vote within the group and with the consent of the Commission,
would an expert group's deliberations be confidential. Transparency in this context
requires, as a minimum, prior publication of the agenda and of the background
documents followed by timely publication of adequate minutes of the particular
expert group meeting.
Article 13(6) and Article 26(1)
"In agreement with the competent Commission departments, the group may, by simply
majority of its members, decide that deliberations shall be public."
"The competent Commission department shall make available all relevant documents of
expert groups and sub-groups, including the agendas, the minutes and the participant's
submissions [...]. [...] In particular, departments shall ensure publication of the agenda
and other relevant background documents in due time ahead of the meeting, followed
by timely publication of minutes ."
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Reply
" As regards the confidentiality of expert group deliberations, the work carried out by expert
groups is a collective one, which very often leads to conclusions being reached by consensus, in a
spirit of mutual trust. Experts should be able to contribute freely to the work of expert groups in
closed discussions. However, as it was done in the past, an expert group may, by simple majority
of its members, an in agreement with the relevant Commission department decide that
deliberations shall be public. The revised horizontal rules thus offer sufficient space to the groups
to decide how they want to operate, in a flexible way, in light of specific circumstances. We believe
that with this set of provisions, a reasonable balance is struck between transparency and
confidentiality needs. "
The Ombudsman’s wording not replicated; however, the new rules together with the Commission’s
implementation measures comply with the spirit of the Ombudsman’s recommendation .
The Commission’s new rules implement what the Ombudsman identified as the ‘minimum
transparency requirements’ : the rules now provide for the prior publication of the agenda and
other background documents and the timely publication of minutes.
Under the new rules, the Commission has done away with the notion of confidential deliberations;
minutes will always be published. If an expert group decides to deliberate publicly, the
meeting may be web streamed or the public may be invited to attend in person .
The Ombudsman’s full assessment is set out in the decision closing her strategic inquiry .
General assessment of the Commission‘s implementation of the Ombudsman’s
suggestions:
The Commission has satisfactorily implemented the vast majority of the Ombudsman’s
suggestions.
The following five suggestions were not (fully) implemented:
- There is no stand-alone explanation of the Commission’s concept of balance.
- There is no absolute balance requirement. The rule still says that the Commission shall aim
at ensuring balance " as far as possible " (Article 10(5)).
- The Commission has not defined general criteria for the categorisation of economic and
non-economic interests in expert groups.
- There is no obligation on individual experts appointed in their personal capacity to update
their declaration of interests on a yearly basis (Article 11(5)).
- Documents on the work of expert groups may be published either on the register or on a
dedicated website (Article 26(1)). The Commission has thus not agreed to publish on the
register only (in order for the documents to be searchable).
Ombudsman suggestion
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Commission implementation
(Commission Expert Groups Decision and reply to the Ombudsman’s recommendation)
Ombudsman assessment
As regards matters on which there was room for improvement , the Ombudsman
suggested that the Commission:
(a) Commit to always using public calls for applications for the selection of expert group
members who are not public authorities;
Article 10(1)-(4)
" The selection of expert group members shall be carried out via public calls for
applications , except for Type D and E members and for representative bodies established
by Union legislation for advice in specific areas [...]."
[...]
" The Commission may depart from provisions included in paragraphs 1 to 3, where
this is deemed justified by overriding priorities or cases of urgency. Where the
Commission decides that a public call is not a suitable instrument for the selection of
members of a specific expert group, the choice of experts shall be made on the basis of
objective verifiable criteria, which are published on the Register of expert groups."
Implemented but provision for an exception.
Overall satisfactory implementation
(b) Commit to using the Transparency Register's categorisation to categorise, in the expert
groups register, expert group member organisations falling within the scope of the
Transparency Register;
Articles 7(2) and 25 + Annex "Classification form"
"Expert groups may be composed of the following types of members:
(a) individuals appointed in their personal capacity who are to act independently and in the
public interest ( 'Type A members' );
(b) individuals appointed to represent a common interest shared by stakeholders in a
particular policy area, who do not represent an individual stakeholder, but a policy
orientation common to different stakeholder organisations ( 'Type B members' ). [...]
(c) organisations in the broad sense of the word, including companies, associations,
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Non-Governmental Organisations, trade unions, universities, research institutes, law firms
and consultancies ( 'Type C members' );
(d) Member States' authorities, at national, regional or local level ( 'Type D members' );
(e) other public entities, such as third countries' authorities, including candidate countries'
authorities, Union bodies, offices or agencies and international organisations ( 'Type E
members' )."
"Commission departments shall classify members [...] of expert groups and sub-groups [...]
on the Register of expert groups in accordance with the provisions included in this
Decision and its annexes , on the basis of the information provided by applications
responding to a public call for applications."
Annex Classification form :
"This application is made as the following type of organisation: ( please select only one option,
taking into account the definitions indicated below ).
a) Academia, research Institutes and Think Tanks
b) Banks/Financial institutions
c) Companies/groups
d) Law firms
e) NGOs
f) Professionals' associations
g) Professional consultancies
h) Trade and business associations
i) Trade unions
j) Other (please specify)"
Reply
" [...] the Commission does not deem it appropriate to fully replicate the Transparency Register's
categorisation to categorise members of expert groups. However, many categories currently used
in the Transparency Register will be used also in the new Register of expert groups, thus ensuring a
high degree of harmonisation. "
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Fully implemented
Categories of organisations are clearly based on the Transparency Register's categorisation (1
additional category for the expert groups register: " Banks/Financial institutions")
(c) See to it that the Joint Transparency Register Secretariat further improves and intensifies
its systematic checks of incoming new registrations as regards the correct section of
registration;
Outside the scope of the Commission Decision
Reply
" The current Inter-institutional Agreement does not foresee formal ex-ante vetting of new
registrants. All organisations on the Transparency Register are, however, bound by the
Transparency Register's Code of Conduct [...]. [...] All new incoming registrations are subject to an
eligibility check which, inter alia, assesses the appropriateness of the section chosen by the
registrant based on their profile and activities. Efforts to improve the data quality will continue to
intensify. The ongoing public consultation on a mandatory transparency register will also allow
stakeholders to express their view on how to improve the user-friendliness and the overall quality
of the data included in the Register. "
Satisfactory reply
(d) Require that individual experts appointed in their personal capacity update their
declarations of interests on a yearly basis;
Article 11(5)
" Type A members shall be required to promptly inform the competent Commission
department of any relevant change in the information previously provided , including
as regards upcoming activities, in which case they must immediately submit a newly
completed DOI form describing the change, in order to enable the Commission departments
to assess it in due course. The chair of each expert group or sub-group shall, at the first
meeting each calendar year , remind all Type A members of this obligation ."
Reply
" [...] the Commission considers it disproportionate for DGs to deal with annual updates of the
declarations of interest where no changes occurred in the expert's situation. "
[Followed by explanation of the 'substitute measures'.]
Not implemented exactly as requested (no automatic annual exercise of updating DOIs).
However, obligation on individual experts to promptly inform the Commission of any relevant
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change
+ obligation on the chair of the group to remind members of their obligation on an annual basis .
Satisfactory overall.
(e) Explain, in the horizontal rules governing expert groups, what the Commission means by
'balance';
No corresponding provision
Reply
" The revised horizontal rules reconfirm the Commission's strong commitment to strive for a
balanced composition of expert groups. In their selection of members of expert groups the
Commission departments must aim at ensuring not only a high level of expertise but also a
geographical balance, a balanced representation of relevant know how and areas of interest and
a gender balance. The revised horizontal rules make clear that such balanced composition must
be ensured by taking into account the specific tasks of the expert groups and the type of expertise
required in view of the mandate of the group. [...] "
Not fully implemented (no stand-alone provision on what 'balance' means).
Some elements of what 'balance' means for the Commission can - as was the case under the old
rules - be deduced from Article 10(5) on a balanced composition. See below.
(f) Require that expert groups have a balanced composition. The Commission may allow for
an exception from the balance requirement in duly justified cases;
Article 10(5) and (6)
"When selecting the members of groups, Commission departments shall aim at ensuring, as
far as possible , a high level of expertise, a geographical balance, as well as a balanced
representation of relevant know how and areas of interest, taking into account the specific
tasks of the expert group, the type of expertise required and the response received to calls
for applications."
"When appointing individual experts, either in their personal capacity or to represent a
common interest, the Commission departments shall strive to achieve a gender balance in
the composition of the expert group. The medium-term aim shall be at least 40% of
representatives of each gender in each expert group."
Reply
" As public calls give equal opportunities to all parties concerned, the Commission cannot
subscribe to the Ombudsman's view that if the Commission faces difficulties in achieving a fully
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balanced composition, it should consider modifying the mandate of the group, reducing its
size or even deciding not to set it up at all. This would, in fact, significantly diminish the
Commission's capacity to have access to the expertise and view that it really needs, which
goes against the very purpose of setting up expert groups. "
Not implemented.
The Ombudsman asked the Commission to provide for an absolute balance requirement
combined with the possibility for an exception in duly justified cases (as the Commission agreed to
do for calls for applications - see suggestion (a) above).
The Commission has kept the exact same wording as used in the old rules: balance is required only
"as far as possible".
(g) Set out and explain, with primary reference to the mandate of a group to be established,
which composition is sought and why, taking into account the following criteria: the
objective/tasks of the group and the expertise required, which stakeholders would most
likely be affected by the matter, how those groups of stakeholders are organised, and
possibly what the ratio of the represented economic and noneconomic interests should be;
Articles 5(1) and 10(2)
"When setting up an expert group the Commission or its departments shall clearly define
its mandate , in accordance with the role of expert groups set out in Article 3, as well as the
tasks of the expert group as precisely as possible, while also indicating its area of
activity and the type of advice required ."
"[...] Calls shall clearly outline the selection criteria, including the required expertise and,
where existing, the interests to be represented in relation to the work to be
performed . [...]"
Reply
"[...] calls for applications should clearly outline the selection criteria including the required
expertise and, where existing, the interests to be represented in relation to the work to be
performed. These requirements give adequate guidance to the Commission's departments in
ensuring a balanced composition for their expert groups, without there being any need for laying
down more specific ex ante requirements for individual groups. [...] Ultimately, the Commission
wishes to underline that the final balance achieved in expert groups also depends on the number
and quality of responses which it receives to its calls for applications. In contrast, the composition
of expert groups should not be designed by introducing a cap or quota for each interest category,
irrespective of the concrete circumstances in which these groups operate and of the interest shown
by stakeholders concerned during the selection procedure, because this would often result in an
artificial composition of groups, which would then be incapable of providing the Commission with
the added value it needs and why the group is set up. In light of this, the Commission also
maintains that it is neither appropriate nor useful to draw up a theoretical definition of balance or
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a definition of balance for every group [...]. "
Fully implemented
While the provision as such is not new, it is much more detailed than before and, for the first time,
uses the term "mandate" of a group.
The Commission has committed itself to defining the group's mandate in relation to the tasks to
be performed, the area of activity of the group and the type of advice required. In addition, calls
for applications will also outline the interests to be represented in relation to the work to be
performed.
The new wording comes close enough to the Ombudsman’s idea of an "individual
definition of balance" .
(h) Define general criteria for the categorisation of economic and non-economic interests in
expert groups;
No corresponding provision
Reply
" In light of experience gained, the Commission does not deem it appropriate to define general
criteria for the categorisation of economic and non-economic interests in expert groups. As
indicated in the Commission's reply to the Ombudsman in relation to her own-initiative inquiry
OI/7/2014/NF concerning the composition of the Civil Dialogue Groups (CDGs), it proved to be
impossible to establish a reliable classification method. Again, the nature of the interests
represented should be assessed on a case-by-case basis in the framework of calls for applications.
"
Not implemented but helpful explanation provided.
(i) Provide for the systematic and timely publication, on the expert groups register, of all
documents on expert groups' and their subgroups' work (including minutes of meetings),
except for those documents, or parts of documents, covered by one of the exceptions laid
down in Regulation 1049/2001 to the extent that a relevant exception applies.
Article 26
"The competent Commission departments shall make available all relevant documents
of expert groups and sub-groups, including the agendas, the minutes and the participants'
submissions, either on the Register of expert groups or via a link from the Register to a
dedicated website where this information can be found . [...] In particular, departments
shall ensure publication of the agenda and other relevant background documents in due
time ahead of the meeting , followed by timely publication of minutes."
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" Exceptions to publication shall only be foreseen where it is deemed that disclosure of a
document would undermine the protection of any public or private interest as defined in
Article 4 of Regulation (EC) N o 1049/2001 ."
Reply
" The Commission cannot agree with the Ombudsman's view that transparency is guaranteed only
if all documents are uploaded on the Register of expert groups so that they are accessible in one
place. For the sake of proportionality and in order to avoid unnecessary administrative workload,
the Commission maintains that the above-mentioned flexible arrangements currently used
concerning the publication allow the general public to be adequately informed and are therefore
justified. "
Fully implemented as regards the content : systematic and timely publication of documents except
for those documents, or parts of documents, which fall under one of the exceptions of Regulation
1049/2001.
Not implemented as regards where documents will be published . The Ombudsman asked the
Commission to publish documents directly on the register only, given that the documents can then
be searched. The Commission maintains the current situation where documents can be published
either on the register or on a dedicated website.
Overall, the implementation can be seen as satisfactory .
General assessment of the Commission’s implementation of the commitments already
made:
The Commission has translated the commitments made in its opinion to the Ombudsman
(dated May 2015) into the provisions of the new Expert Groups Decision.
General comment of the Commission, in its reply to the Ombudsman’s recommendation, on
the commitments it made in its opinion:
" [...] the revised horizontal rules fully deliver on the commitments taken by the Commission in its
reply to the Ombudsman of 29 May 2015 by:
- making it mandatory for Commission departments to select expert group members through
public calls for applications, under certain conditions;
- significantly improving conflict of interest management in relation to individuals appointed in a
personal capacity;
- foreseeing that a new version of the Register of Commission expert groups and other similar
entities ('the Register of expert groups') reflecting the revised horizontal rules should be put in
place, and ensuring for the first time synergies between the Register of expert groups and the
Transparency Register, and
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- streamlining the classification of group members in order to bring more clarity and transparency
with respect to the membership of expert groups. "
Commission commitment
Commission implementation
(Commission Expert Groups Decision and reply to the Ombudsman’s recommendation)
Ombudsman assessment
Before proceeding to her recommendation, the Ombudsman took note of, and very much
welcomed, the Commission's commitment to :
i. Enhance the visibility of calls for applications by creating, on the expert groups register, a
section exclusively dedicated to them;
Recital (5) and Article 27
"Transparency should be enhanced by releasing a new version of the Register of
Commission expert groups and other similar entities ('the Register of expert groups'),
reflecting the revised horizontal rules. [...]"
" Migration towards the new version of the Register of expert groups :
Migration tools ensuring automatic transfer of existing data, when technically possible, shall
be put in place. Commission departments shall manually encode data which cannot be
automatically migrated as well as additional data required as a result of these horizontal
rules, by the end of 2016 ."
Fully implemented
ii. Use a standard minimum deadline of four weeks for all calls for applications, with the
possibility to deviate from this period in duly justified cases or to use continuously open calls
for applications;
Article 10(2) and (3)
"[...] The minimum deadline for applications shall be four weeks ."
"Commission departments may select the members of expert groups via a continuously
open call , to be published on the Register of expert groups, in which case a specific call
would not be necessary."
Fully implemented
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iii. Require registration in the Transparency Register for appointment to expert groups of
organisations falling within the scope of the Transparency Register and self-employed
individuals representing a common interest shared by stakeholders;
Article 8
"Type B and Type C members shall only be appointed if they are registered in the
Transparency Register."
Fully implemented
iv. Link organisations falling within the scope of the Transparency Register and self-employed
individuals appointed as representatives of a common interest shared by stakeholders, who
are members in expert groups, to their profile in the Transparency Register;
Article 24
" Synergies between the Register of expert groups and the Transparency Register
Commission department shall ensure that a link is provided from Type B and C
members and alternate members of expert groups and sub-groups registered in the
Register of expert groups to the profile of those members in the Transparency Register
."
Reply
" Through the new version of the Register of expert groups synergies are ensured between this
Register and the Transparency Register for the first time, in particular by linking organisations and
individuals representing a common interest published on the Register of expert groups to the
profile of these members in the Transparency Register. "
Fully implemented
v. Adopt a new conflict of interest policy for individual experts appointed in their personal
capacity;
Articles 2(4) and 11 and Annexes 4, 5, 6 and 7
"'Conflict of interest' means any situation where an individual has an interest that may
compromise or be reasonably perceived to compromise the individual's capacity to act
independently and in the public interest when providing advice to the Commission in relation
to the subject of the work performed by the expert group or sub-group in question".
See Article 11 for the detailed rules on how to process DOIs and manage conflicts of interests
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Annexes :
- Standard declaration of interests
- Guidance for filling in the declaration of interests
Fully implemented
vi. Review the classification of expert group members in the register in order to avoid
inconsistent treatment of organisations;
Article 25(2) + Annex 8
"Commission departments shall classify members [...] appointed before the adoption of
this Decision in accordance with the provisions included in this Decision and its
annexes by the end of 2016 . In case of doubt on the appropriate classification of Type B
and C members, departments may request these members to fill in a classification form, as
set out in Annex 8.
Fully implemented
vii. Provide, on the expert groups register, more information on the interest represented by
individual experts appointed to represent a common interest shared by stakeholders.
Articles 23(1)(e) and 24(3) + Annex “Classification form”
"Publication by Commission departments of data related to the composition of expert
groups on the Register of expert groups is subject to the following provisions:
(e) the interest represented by Type B and C members shall be identified .
"[...] Departments shall also request Type B members and alternate members to state in the
Transparency Register the common interest that they represent."
Annex Classification form :
“The applicant shall represent the following interest: ( please select one or more options, taking
into account the definitions indicated below ):
a) Academia/Research
b) Civil society
c) Employees/Workers
d) Finance
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e) Industry
f) Professionals
g) SMEs
h) Other (please specify)”
Implemented
viii. Look into making technical adjustments to the expert groups register, in particular by
redefining the 'statistics' tab to show additional information and provide a better view on the
composition of expert groups
Reply
" Given the significant resources required to release a new version of the Register of expert groups
it was not possible to include certain new features at this stage, including the redesign of the
statistics tab. The Commission will reconsider this issue in the future. "
Pending , will depend on future changes to be made to the new version of the expert groups
register.

[1] Strategic inquiries are conducted on the Ombudsman’s own initiative and look into issues
of significant public interest. They enable the Ombudsman to investigate what appear to be
systemic problems in the EU institutions and promote positive developments in key areas of
activity.
[2] All correspondence in this strategic inquiry is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/case.faces/en/43789/html.bookmark
[3] At the end of 2013, the Ombudsman closed her inquiry into complaint 1682/2010/BEH,
concerning the transparency and balanced composition of Commission expert groups. The
Ombudsman’s decision is available here:
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/cases/decision.faces/en/52942/html.bookmark
[4] See the then applicable general rules governing expert groups: Communication to the
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Commission, Framework for Commission Expert Groups: Horizontal Rules and Public
Register, 10 November 2010, (C(2010) 7649 final, SEC(2010) 1360), Annex.
[5] The inquiry covered Commission expert groups having, among their members, interest
representatives (organisations or individual experts representing an interest) and/or
independent experts appointed in their personal capacity. The inquiry did not look into
Commission expert groups which are composed of Member State authorities only.
[6] These initiatives included requiring that Members of the Commission must not meet
organisations or self-employed individuals which are not registered in the Transparency
Register; the publication of meeting agendas of Commissioners, their cabinet members, and
of Directors-General; and the Commission’s commitment to come forward with a proposal
for a mandatory Transparency Register.
[7] Different civil society organisations and the European Parliament had, for a number of
years, raised concerns about the composition and functioning of the Commission’s expert
groups. In 2014, the European Parliament proposed the freezing of the Commission’s budget
for expert groups because of the perceived continued violation of standards regarding
balanced composition and transparency of expert groups.
[8] Information on the public consultation is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/54300/html.bookmark
[9] The register of Commission expert groups and other similar entities is available here:
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/
[10] See the letter to the European Commission requesting a reply:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/58861/html.bookmark
[11] The Commission’s reply is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/60019/html.bookmark
[12] The EU Transparency Register is a public register run jointly by the Commission and the
European Parliament and that seeks to provide information on the organisations and
interest representatives which interact with the institutions. While registration is currently
not mandatory, all organisations and self-employed individuals engaged in activities carried
out with the objective of directly or indirectly influencing the formulation or implementation
of policy and the decision-making processes of the EU institutions are, with some exceptions,
expected to register in the Transparency Register. See Interinstitutional Agreement between
the European Parliament and the European Commission on the transparency register, OJ
2014 L 277, p.11.
[13] See the Ombudsman’s recommendation:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/recommendation.faces/en/63441/html.bookmark
[14] See the Ombudsman’s recommendation, in particular points 52 to 62.
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[15] Commission Decision establishing horizontal rules on the creation and operation of
Commission expert groups, 30 May 2016, C(2016) 3301 final.
[16] The Commission’s reply to the recommendation is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/68227/html.bookmark
[17] The request for documents and information as well as for a meeting is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/78385/html.bookmark
[18] The report on the meeting is available here:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/81083/html.bookmark
[19] Commission Decision establishing horizontal rules on the creation and operation of
Commission expert groups, 30 May 2016, C(2016) 3301 final:

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/PDF/C_2016_3301_F1_COMMISSION_DECISION_EN.pdf
[20] http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/PDF/C_2016_3301_F1_ANNEX_EN.pdf
[21] Communication to the Commission, Framework for Commission expert groups:
horizontal rules and public register, 30 May 2016, C(2016) 3300 final:

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/PDF/C_2016_3300_F1_COMMUNICATION_TO_COMMISSION_
[22] The Commission explicitly acknowledges the contributions made by the European
Parliament, civil society organisations, and the Ombudsman in recital (2) of its Expert Groups
Decision.
[23] In the Ombudsman’s view, it is clearly preferable for the Commission to have in place a
relatively formalised system of expert groups rather than allowing the proliferation of ad hoc
task forces and working groups that escape the expert group rules.
[24] See the Commission Communication, p. 3.
[25] The requirement to be registered in the Transparency Register to be eligible for expert
group membership applies to those types of members that fall within the scope of the
Transparency Register, namely organisations and self-employed individuals appointed to
represent a stakeholder interest. If an individual expert appointed to represent a stakeholder
interest is not self-employed, his/her employer organisation is required to be registered in
the Transparency Register.
[26] See the report on the Ombudsman’s and the Commission’s meeting.
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[27] As part of their application, individuals applying to be appointed as experts in their
personal capacity need also to submit an up-to-date CV.
[28] See points 34 and following of the Ombudsman’s recommendation.
[29] See European Parliament resolution of 14 February 2017 on control of the Register and
composition of the Commission’s expert groups (2015/2319(INI), P8_TA(2017)0021, point 10: “
Points out, in this context, and with regard to paragraphs 34-45 of the Ombudsman’s
aforementioned opinion, that, although the Commission has not yet formally defined its concept
of ‘balance’, the latter is not to be understood as the result of an arithmetic exercise, but rather as
the result of efforts to ensure that the members of an EG, together, possess the necessary technical
expertise and breadth of perspectives to deliver on the mandate of the EG in question; considers
that the concept of balance should, therefore, be understood as tied to the specific mandate of
each individual EG; considers that the criteria to assess whether an EG is balanced should include
the tasks of the group, the technical expertise required, the stakeholders who would be most likely
affected by the matter, the organisation of groups of stakeholders, and the appropriate ratio of
economic and non-economic interests; ”
[30] See the report on the Ombudsman’s and the Commission’s meeting:
https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/correspondence.faces/en/81083/html.bookmark
[31] The Commission has informed the Ombudsman that the purpose of this heading is to
make its DGs, and the expert groups themselves, reflect upon whether a particular meeting
could possibly be opened up to the public, depending on the subject matter. The decision to
make a particular meeting public necessarily needs to be taken in advance of the meeting, to
allow for the relevant practical arrangements, such as booking a suitable meeting room or
setting up web streaming.
[32] See the Ombudsman’s recommendation point 57.

[33] See for example:
https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/6th-meeting-of-the-structured-dialogue-with-european-structural-and-inve
; https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/inaugural-meeting-of-the-platform-on-animal-welfare
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